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Like every American man, Erik is a bit broken and darned sure of how to fix things.
So, he takes himself off to the North woods to become a hermit and drink scotch,
chop wood and moan about the world. On the way, he stops for snacks and things go
all screwy. Suddenly, driving down to cheese country to see Emily makes a hell of a
lot more sense than anything he'd ever thought of before. He makes a call and grabs
his keys. What follows is a love story, so it's a comedy and occasionally serious. If
you've ever wondered what happens when a man gladly gives his life to a smart,
precocious and headstrong woman, turn the page and come inside. Of course, you
may prefer another tale of a man falling under the spell of his 401K, ED meds, chronic
depression and work stress, but I hope not. This is a hopeful story, so there aren't any
vampires or werewolves. Please, don't let the idea of it being part one of a series
scare you off: I hate cliffhangers, so I included the first bit of book two. Hang on, my
marketing team is pawing at the door. They're wondering if you might be worried
about the length of book one and want to make sure I warn you that the strange
things naked humans do aren't glossed over at all in 'Dancing Emily's Way'. Sugar
also wants to make sure I buy more of those treats with the cheesy middles, but he's
food centered. We'll stick to Ruby's concerns. While studies say size doesn't matter, I
know it does to some folks, but this story is actually rather short. It covers less than a
month. The length and inclusion of sex are related, I think. A promise from a writer
might mean as much as a politician's pledge, but here goes. In this story, people chop
veggies, drive to get places, answer the damned phone and do all the other stuff that
goes into life. If you think this book is long, just wait for book two: it's enormous. It has
to be because it deals with politics, modern media, family holidays and children.
Sorry, back to this book. Where was I? Oh yeah, sex. Well, I said it's a hopeful tale,
and I hope that people in love get naked together. All that unrequited longing is
frustrating enough in the real world. If you want someone pining over Heathcliff as he
walks the moors, this isn't your kind of book. Darn it, now there's a Michael Penn song
bouncing around in my head. I may have to climb in the time machine and see if my
Walkman still works, the old one that played cassettes. Anyway, I hope blowing your
cappuccino money on 'Dancing Emily's Way' brings you at least one smile. If it does,
book two--'Frugging Emmy', will be ready around New Year's. That apostrophe bugs
me. How can a day possess anything?
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